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Abstract

In this work, an estimator is developed for the joint estimation of orientation and position from astrophys-
ical signals of opportunity, particularly pulsars. The filter is based on a combination of vector-matching
techniques for estimating attitude and time-difference of arrival navigation for estimating position. The
filter functions by computing the probability of association for each arriving photon with each signal
source of interest, and using the association probabilities to perform the measurement update. The
probability of association of a photon with a signal source is derived, as well as the probability of as-
sociation with background. The estimation techniques proposed are tested using Monte Carlo analysis
techniques. The accuracy of the resulting estimates is compared to other pulsar navigation techniques.
The results of the simulation studies indicate that the technique proposed here generally outperforms
other time difference of arrival estimation techniques.
Keywords: Opportunistic navigation, data association

Nomenclature

State Estimation

j, k = Time indices
x̂ = State vector
m = State vector dimension
P = State vector covariance matrix
H = Measurement matrix
K = Kalman gain matrix
y = Measurement values
v = Measurement noise

R = Variance of measurement noise
δy = Measurement residual
S = Variance of measurement resid-

ual

Navigation Symbols

r = Position vector
q = Attitude vector
θ = Orientation angle (1DOF)
ū = Unit vector

CB
A(·) = Direction cosine matrix to

transform vector from frame
A to frame B, as a function
of attitude information (·)

N = Navigation frame
B = Body frame

Photon Arrival and Flux

λ̃ = Time-binned photon arrivals
t = Photon time of arrival
α = Photon angle of arrival

λ
(S)
N (t) = Photon flux (in pho-

tons/second) of signal S
at time t at location N

λ
(S)
N,k = Expected number of photons

from signal S over time-bin k
at origin of frame N

Sp = Signal of opportunity
Ap = The event that a given pho-

ton originated from source Sp

A = The set of all possible associ-
ations

βp = The probability that a given
photon originated from
source Sp

c = Speed of light

Statistics Symbols

Pr [·] = Probability of event (·)
var (·) = Variance of (·)
E [·] = Expected value of (·)

ca,b [t] = Correlation between signal A
and signal B at time-offset t

T = Time-step between taps in
correlation vector

Bold-faced symbols denote a vector.
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Acronyms/Abbreviation

AOA = Angle of arrival
DOF = Degree of freedom
DSN = Deep Space Network
GEO = Geosynchronous Earth orbit
GRB = γ-ray burst
LEO = Low Earth orbit
MLE = Maximum likelihood estima-

tor
MSP = Millisecond pulsar

NHPP = Non-homogeneous Poisson
process

PDF = Probability density function
PNT = Position, navigation and tim-

ing
SNR = Signal to noise ratio
SOP = Signal of opportunity

TDOA = Time-difference of arrival
TOA = Time of arrival

1. Introduction

Many envisioned future missions for small satel-
lites (micro and picosats) will require operation in
deep space which, for the purposes of this paper,
is defined to be distances of 1.0 AU or more from
Earth. Autonomous navigation and time synchro-
nization capability for small satellites in deep space
is virtually non-existent. Many off-the-shelf solu-
tions for small satellites and CubeSats assume op-
erations in Earth orbit where signals from GPS or
other Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)
are available. This has been the motivation for sev-
eral current research efforts aimed at determining
how to make opportunistic use of signals (photons)
emitted by celestial x-ray and gamma-ray sources
(pulsar, quasars, gamma-ray bursts). Since these
signals are ubiquitous, a navigation system that
uses these signals can provide services anywhere
in the solar system. When pulsars are the signal
of opportunity, individual spacecraft to determine
their position and synchronize their clocks relative
to the solar system barycenter. When using non-
periodic signals emanating from quasars or gamma-
ray bursts, this approach allows for relative ranging
and clock synchronization between pairs or a swarm
of cooperating small satellites.

As a reference mission to highlight the techno-
logical gap filled by this approach to navigation we
consider Near Earth Asteroid Scout (NEA Scout).
The vehicle used by NEA Scout will be a 3U Cube-
Sat equipped with a science-grade monochromatic
camera augmented by color strip (static) filter. It
will perform a near flyby (within 10 km) of a
target asteroid at a distance of approximately 1
AU from Earth. Camera images collected during

the flyby will be used to characterize the aster-
oid and assess its suitability for subsequent hu-
man exploration. NEA Scout will develop tech-
nologies and retire risks needed for the capability
to autonomously scout Near Earth Asteroids iden-
tified by the Human Exploration and Operations
Mission Directorate (HEOMD) as potential targets
for future human exploration. For navigation and
communication, NEA Scout will leverage technol-
ogy developed by other deep space CubeSat mis-
sions namely INSPIRE and MarCO. With respect
to navigation and communication, NEA Scout will
use the IRIS X-band transponder. The transpon-
der will allow communications with the Deep Space
Network (DSN) on Earth. The DSN will be used
for localizing the CubeSat.

DSN is a reliable technology which can provide
accurate positioning. However, its accuracy comes
at a cost of operational flexibility. This is because
the accuracy it can provide in cross track position-
ing (angular resolution) depends on the length of
measurement time [1, 2]. In the future where fleets
of CubeSats are envisioned to be operating in deep
space this can be untenable. Unlike DSN, the posi-
tioning solution generated by when using pulsar is
continuous.

1.1 Prior Work

The idea of using celestial signal sources for po-
sitioning is as old as the seafaring tradition of hu-
mans. Using astrophysical signals for navigation in
deep space is a reincarnation of that same idea. In
this regard, [3] and [4] seminal works that showed
how x-ray pulsars can be used for navigation. Fol-
low work in [5–11] examined various algorithm de-
tails for positioning using pulsars. A central find-
ing in all of these works was that the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of pulsar signals are rather small and,
thus, require x-ray detectors with larger area. In
[12] analysis was presented that showed a 1000cm22
detector area could yield a position solution to with
accuracy on the order of 10 km. To deal with
the low SNR problem, [13] considered the problem
when using signals emanating from Gamma Ray
Bursts (GRB). While the use of GRBs alleviates
the problem associated with SNR to some extent,
the fact that these signals are sporadic in time lim-
its their utility for continuous positioning applica-
tions.

In addition to the SNR problem, there is a sec-
ondary challenge that needs be addressed but that
has not received much attention. This is the prob-
lem of data association; for every x-ray photon re-
ceived, we need to be able to determine which pul-
sar it emanated from. This problem couples the at-
titude of the detector (and, by extension, the space
vehicle) with the positioning problem. To this end,
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Fig. 1: Absolute NAVSOP concept

this paper presents a data association filter which
allows simultaneous estimation of attitude and po-
sition using x-ray signals from pulsars.

1.2 Paper Organization

The presentation of the problem in this paper is
structured as follows: First, a review of position-
ing using signals from pulsars is briefly reviewed.
This will provide some of the foundation required
to understand the derivation of the data association
filter that is presented next. This will be followed
by a presentation of results from a series of simu-
lation studies performed to assess the performance
of the data association filter. A conclusion summa-
rizing the papers results and providing suggestions
for future closes the paper.

2. NAVSOP Basic Concepts

The basic idea behind x-ray pulsar navigation
is to estimate the time of arrival (TOA) of pulses
from several pulsars at the spacecraft. These TOAs
are then compared to the TOA of the same pulses
at Earth. The difference between the arrival times
gives the time-difference of arrival (TDOA) for each
pulsar signal. From these TDOAs, a position, navi-
gation and timing solution may be computed. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates this principle. A basic measure-
ment update equation that would be used in such
a navigation scheme is given below:

y(x) =


τ
(1)
Oa
...

τ
(N)
Oa

 =


− 1

c

(
`(1)
)T

1

...

− 1
c

(
`(N)

)T
1


[
r(Oa)

δta

]
(1)

Since the pulse profiles and timing characteris-
tics of many millisecond pulsars (MSPs) are highly
stable, the pulse TOAs at Earth can be known a

priori, and stored on-board the spacecraft com-
puter. As a result, the TDOA may be computed
on-board the spacecraft without any communica-
tion with Earth. This principle is similar to the
basic principle used in GPS navigation.

3. Joint Estimation

The goal of the estimator proposed here is to
estimate the time difference of arrival (TDOA) for
an arbitrary number of astrophysical x-ray signals
of opportunity, as well as the attitude of the de-
tector, based on photon time of arrival (TOA) and
angle of arrival (AOA) measurements. In previous
work, an estimator was developed for estimation of
TDOA for a single signal of opportunity, specifi-
cally signals from x-ray pulsars [12]. The estimator
functions by estimating the correlation vector be-
tween the signal measured by the detector, and the
known pulse profile at the navigation origin. The
TDOA for that signal could then be estimated by
estimating the location of the peak of the correla-
tion function.

This estimator extends the technique discussed
above to multiple signals of opportunity, in which
the origin of the arriving photons is not well known.

4. Single Correlation Vector

For completeness, the estimator used to estimate
a single correlation vector is summarized here.

The expected value of the state vector is equal
to the correlation between the measured signal and
the signal at the navigation frame origin. Mathe-
matically:

E [ x̂k [p]] = cλ,λO [p] =
∑
i

λk+iλO,k+i+p (2)

where

• λk is the expected number of photons at time
index k at the detector

• λO,k is the expected number of photons at time
index k at the navigation frame origin

It may be shown that for very weak signals, the
correlation vector is also equal to the ideal finite
impulse response (FIR) filter for reconstructing the
true signal from the weak version of the signal.
Consequently, the measurement update for the cor-
relation vector may be written as follows.

yk = λO,k = h( x̂k ,Λk,vPois)

= Λ̃
T

k x̂k

= (Λk + vPois)
T x̂k

(3)
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where Λ̃k is a vector consisting of the last n time-
binned photon counts.

The measurement residual associated with the
measurement update is given by

Sc = Λ̃kP
−
k Λ̃

T

k + λk x̂k x̂k
T (4)

An alternative formulation of the measurement
update equations makes use of the fact that the
photon arrivals for a given signal are very sparse.
Thus, the photon arrival vector Λ̃k usually con-
sists of all zeros, or zeros and a single one. After a
photon arrival, the photon arrival vector takes the
following form.

Λ̃k =
[
1 0 0 . . . 0

]
Λ̃k+1 =

[
0 1 0 . . . 0

]
Λ̃k+2 =

[
0 0 1 . . . 0

]
Λ̃k+n−1 =

[
0 0 0 . . . 1

] (5)

It is apparent that after a photon arrives, each
tap in the correlation vector will be updated se-
quentially. Alternatively, all taps can be updated
at once using the following expression.

yk = ΛO,k = h( x̂k ,Λk,vPois)

= (In×n(1 + vPois))
T x̂k

(6)

The resulting measurement residual is simply:

δyc = ΛO,k − x̂k (7)

The variance of the measurement residual is
given by:

Sc = P−k + In×n

(
λk x̂k x̂k

T
)

(8)

5. The State Vector

In [12], the state vector consists of the correla-
tion function values at various delays between the
measured signal, consisting of the measured pho-
tons, and the signal at the navigation frame origin.
In this work, the state vector consists of multiple
correlation vectors, one for each signal source being
tracked, as well as an attitude estimate. The state
vector is written as follows:

x̂ =


ĉλ̃,S0

ĉλ̃,S1

...
ĉλ̃,SN

q̂

 (9)

where

• cλ̃,SN is the correlation between the photon

arrivals at the detector, λ̃, and the signal being
tracked at the navigation frame origin, λO

• q is the vector containing the attitude quater-
nion of the detector

6. Data Association

When a photon hits the detector, the two mea-
surable quantities are time of arrival and angle of
arrival relative to the detector. It is not imme-
diately obvious from which signal source the pho-
ton originated, or whether it originated from back-
ground x-ray flux. If the orientation of the detector
is known to a high degree of accuracy, then it is eas-
ier to associate a given photon with a signal source
based on angle of arrival. Even if the orientation is
known perfectly however, it is still not possible to
determine with certainty whether the photon orig-
inated from a SOP or from x-ray background.

Because it is not possible to determine with com-
plete certainty the origin of a given x-ray photon, it
is not always clear which correlation vector should
be updated, if any. To address this problem, the
probabilistic data association filtering technique is
used to simultaneously update all of the correlation
vectors based on the probability that the photon
originated from each given signal source.[14, 15]

In order to perform this update, the probability
of the photon originating from each signal source
must be computed. This estimator uses a similar
expression for the computation of association prob-
abilities to what is presented in [14], adapted to the
specific case of photon arrivals. The probability is
computed using Bayes’ rule as shown below.

βp = Pr [Ap|ti,αi] =
Pr [ti,αi|Ap] Pr [Ap]

Pr [ti,αi]
(10)

where

• Ap is the event in which photon i originated
from from signal p

• ti is the time of arrival of photon i

• αi is the angle of arrival of photon i, in the
detector coordinate frame (local coordinates)

The analytical expression for each term in Equa-
tion 10 is derived below.

6.1 Measurement Probability

In this section, the probability of a photon origi-
nating from source Sp arriving at time ti and angle
αi is computed. This is the term Pr [ti,αi|Ap] in
equation 10. In this work, the signal sources are
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assumed to be point sources. Therefore, the an-
gle of arrival is dependent only upon the orienta-
tion of the detector and the measurement error in
AOA measurement. With these assumptions, the
angle of arrival and time of arrival may be consid-
ered statistically independent. This allows the joint
probability to be written as follows.

Pr [ti,αi|Ap] = Pr [αi|Ap] Pr [ti|Ap] (11)

6.1.1 Angle Of Arrival Probability

The probability of a photon from source Sp ar-
riving at angle αi is computed from the probabil-
ity distribution function of the angle measurement
residual.

The formulation of the angle measurement resid-
ual is taken from vector-matching estimation tech-
niques, such as [16]. The attitude measurement
residual is the difference between the unit vector to
the signal source in the body frame, and the unit
vector of the arriving photon. The residual is writ-
ten as:

δyq = CB
N (q̂)ūNp − ūBi (12)

where

• CB
N (q̂) is the direction cosine matrix which

transforms vectors from the navigation frame
to the body frame, based on the current atti-
tude estimate q̂

• ūNp is the unit vector of the signal source p in
the navigation frame

• ūBi is the unit vector of the arriving photon i
in the body frame

The attitude measurement matrix, Hq is written
as

Hq =
[
−2
(
CB
N (q̂)ūNp

)×]
(13)

as derived in detail in [16].

Given the measurement residual, and the mea-
surement residual covariance, the relative likeli-
hood of that measurement residual having origi-
nated from the current signal source of interest may
be computed using the normal probability density
function.

Pr [αi|Ap] = N [δy,S] (14)

where Sq = HqP−HT
q + Rq is the measurement

residual covariance matrix

6.1.2 Time Of Arrival Probability

The likelihood of a photon from a given sig-
nal source arriving at a specific time is dependent
on the estimated photon flux rate from the signal
source at that instant in time. The arrival of x-
ray photons is a non-homogeneous Poisson process
(NHPP), i.e. a Poisson process where the rate of
arrival varies as a function of time.

The probability of the photon arriving at a spe-
cific time must be computed, given that a photon
did in fact originate from the signal source, (i.e.
given that Ap is true). Photon arrivals from a sig-
nal source with time-varying intensity governed by
a non-homogeneous Poisson process. The arrival
times between events in a non-homogeneous Pois-
son process can be modeled as follows [17].

Pr [t|λ(t)] = max[λ]e−max[λ]t λ(t)

max[λ]
(15)

Applied to the photon arrival problem, the prob-
ability distribution function for the arrival time of
a photon from signal Sp may be written as follows.

Pr [ti|Ap] ∼max[λ]e−max[λ]ti
λ(ti)

max[λ]

= e−max[λ]tiλ(ti)

= e−max[λO]tiλO(ti + τ̂ (S))

(16)

The last two lines in Equation 16 reflect the fact
that λ is equal to λO delayed by τ (S). The term
τ̂ (S) = r̂ti · `

(p) is the signal’s TDOA. This term is
not well-known, but rather is a quantity to be esti-
mated. Since the TDOA is not known, the flux from
the signal source is not known exactly either. Since
the flux function λ is not linear, it is not sufficient
to compute the flux directly from the estimate of
TDOA. Rather, the expected value must be taken.

Given the mean and variance of the TDOA esti-
mate, the expected value of the flux would be com-
puted as follows:

E
[
λO(ti + τ̂ (S))

]
=

∫ ∞
−∞

λO(t)f(t|τ, σ2
τ )dt (17)

where f(t|τ, σ2
τ ) is the PDF of the normal distribu-

tion. This integral cannot be directly computed, so
instead the following approximation is used.
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E
[
λO(ti + τ̂ (S))

]
≈ 1√

12στ

∫ ti+τ̂+
√
3στ

ti+τ̂−
√
3στ

λO(ti + t)dt

=
FλO (ti + τ̂ +

√
3στ )− FλO (ti + τ̂ −

√
3στ )√

12στ

=
FλO |

ti+τ̂+
√
3στ

ti+τ̂−
√
3στ√

12στ
(18)

where FλO =
∫
λO(t)dt is the indefinite integral of

the flux profile with respect to time.
This expression is the result of approximating

the normally distributed TDOA as a uniform dis-
tribution with variance equal to that of the original
normal distribution. The integral in the approxi-
mation above is easily obtained because the indefi-
nite integral can be numerically computed once for
each signal source. The results of this indefinite
integral can then be used to compute the definite
integral. The final expression for the approximate
arrival time probability is given below.

Pr [ti|Ap] ≈ e−λmaxti
Fλ|ti+τ̂+

√
3στ

ti+τ̂−
√
3στ√

12στ
(19)

In summary, the probability of measuring a pho-
ton at angle of arrival αi and time of arrival ti is
given by:

Pr [αi, ti|Ap] ≈

N [δy,S] e−λmaxti
Fλ|ti+τ̂+

√
3στ

ti+τ̂−
√
3στ√

12στ

(20)

6.1.3 Background Probability

The probabilities computed above have been for
the case in which the photon is associated with a
time-varying signal source. The other possible out-
come is that the photon originates from the ambient
x-ray background. For this association event, the
probability of the given angle and time of arrival
must also be computed.

Pr [αi, ti|Abkg] = Pr [αi|Abkg] Pr [ti|Abkg] (21)

Background photon arrivals are assumed to be
uniformly distributed in angle of arrival. Conse-
quently, the PDF of the angle of arrival of a back-
ground photon is expressed as follows.

Pr [αi|Abkg] ∼ 1

V
(22)

where V is the region of observation.

The arrival times of background x-ray photons
are governed by the exponential distribution. Back-
ground photons are assumed to arrive at a constant
rate. Therefore, the PDF of the background photon
arrival times is given as follows.

Pr [ti|Abkg] ∼ λ(bkg)eλ
(bkg)ti (23)

6.2 Association Probability

The probability of observing a photon associated
with signal source Sp, Pr [Ap] will now be com-
puted. This is a discrete random variable, and the
probability of each outcome may be directly com-
puted from the relative average signal strengths of
each signal source.

Pr [Ap] =
E
[
λ(p)

]
λ(bkg) +

∑N
i=1 E

[
λ(i)
] (24)

Similarly, the probability of seeing a photon from
the ambient x-ray background may be computed as
follows.

Pr [Abkg] =
λ(bkg)

λ(bkg) +
∑N
i=1 E

[
λ(i)
] (25)

The final term in Equation 10 is the denomina-
tor, Pr [ti,αi]. However, since this term appears
the same in the probability of every association
event, and since the total of all the association prob-
abilities must sum to zero, this term does not need
to be computed. Rather, it can be accounted for as
a constant which is set such that the probabilities
sum to one.

In summary, the probability of association with
a given signal source may be written as follows.

βp =
N [δy,S] e−max[λ(p)]ti Fλ(p) |ti+

√
3στ

ti−
√
3στ

c
(
λ(bkg) +

∑N
i=1 E

[
λ(i)
])√

12στ

βbkg =
1
V λ

(bkg)e−λ
(bkg)ti

c
(
λ(bkg) +

∑N
i=1 E

[
λ(i)
])

(26)

where c is a constant defined such that the sum of
the probabilities is one.

7. Measurement Update

Having computed the association probabilities
for each possible photon association, the next task
is to update the state vector accordingly. The state
update procedure performed here follows the state
update procedure outlined in [14,15].

Due to the uncertainty in the origin of any given
photon, the true distribution of the state vector
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after an update consists of a Gaussian mixture. In
general terms, the a posteriori distribution of the
state vector can be described as follows.

x̂+
k ∼ βbkgN

[
x̂−k ,P−k

]
+

N∑
i=1

βiN
[
x̂+
k|Ai ,P

+
k|Ai

]
(27)

In other words, the state vector after a photon
arrives is distributed according to a Gaussian mix-
ture composed of a sum of the resulting distribu-
tions from each possible photon association.

While this is the true distribution, it is impossi-
ble to actually keep track of each term in the mix-
ture, since after each photon arrival the number of
terms grows is multiplied by the number of possi-
ble association events, i.e. N + 1. Consequently,
after i photon arrivals, the state vector PDF would
consist of an (N + 1)i-component mixture. Given
that thousands of photon observations are required
to obtain an accurate TDOA estimate, it is clearly
intractable to keep track of the true Gaussian mix-
ture.

The joint probability data association filter ad-
dresses the Gaussian mixture problem by approx-
imating the resulting mixture as a single Gaus-
sian. This is the key assumption of this estimation
scheme. The probabilistic data association filter
approximates the Gaussian mixture using the mo-
ment matching technique, as outlined in [18, Sec-
tion 1.4.16].

It may be shown that, for a Gaussian mixture,
the following properties hold.

f(x) =

n∑
i=1

wiN
[
µi, σ

2
i

]
(28a)

E [x] =

n∑
i=1

wiµi (28b)

var (x) =

n∑
i=1

wi
(
σ2
i + (µi − E [x])2

)
(28c)

In the joint probability data association filter,
these properties are used to compute a Gaussian
distribution in which the mean and variance is
matched to the mean and variance of the Gaus-
sian mixture. The details of implementation in the
case of TDOA and attitude estimation are outlined
below.

For a given photon, the probability of associa-
tion with each signal source as well as background
noise is computed, as outlined in Section 6. Then,
for each association event, a measurement matrix
and measurement residual are computed, assuming
that the given association event is correct. These

measurement residuals are then stacked to form a
single weighted measurement residual vector:

δyk|A =



β1δycλ̃,S1

β1δyq|A1

β2δycλ̃,S2

β2δyq|A2

...
βNδycλ̃,SN
βNδyq|AN


=



β1

(
ΛO − ĉλ̃,S1

)
β1C

B
N (q̂)ūN1 − ūB1

β2

(
ΛO − ĉλ̃,S2

)
β2C

B
N (q̂)ūN2 − ūB2

...

βN

(
ΛO − ĉλ̃,SN

)
βNCB

N (q̂)ūNN − ūBN


(29)

Similarly, the measurement matrices correspond-
ing to each measurement association are also
stacked to form a single measurement matrix.

Hk|A =


HA1

HA2

...
HAN



=



Hc|A1
0 . . . 0

Hq|A1
0 . . . 0

0 Hc|A2
. . . 0

0 Hq|A2
. . . 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 . . . Hc|AN
0 0 . . . Hq|AN



(30)

And finally, the measurement noise matrix is as-
sembled in the same manner.

Rk|A =


RA1 0 . . . 0

0 RA2
. . . 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 . . . RA2

 (31)

Having assembled these matrices, the state vec-
tor may be updated using the standard Kalman
filtering equations.

Sk|A = Rk|A + Hk|AP−k HT
k|A (32a)

Kk|A = P−k HT
k|AS−1k|A (32b)

x̂+
k|A = x̂−k + Kk|Aδyk|A (32c)

So far, we have computed the mean of the mix-
ture, in keeping with Equation 28b, and set the
updated state vector equal to that mean. The next
task is to compute the covariance of the resulting
mixture, which will serve as the covariance of the
updated state.

Note from Equation 28c that it is not sufficient
to simply take a weighted average of the covariances
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of each mixture component. In order to match the
variance of the Gaussian mixture that is being ap-
proximated, an additional term, referred to as the
“spread of means” term must also be included. This
term reflects the difference in the means of different
mixture components.

Consequently, the covariance of the state vector
after the measurement update and approximation
is given by:

P+
k =

N∑
i=1

βi

(
P+
k|Ai + ( x̂+

k|A − x̂+
k|Ai )( x̂+

k|A − x̂+
k|Ai )T

)
(33)

7.1 Photon Validation

In theory, every photon that arrives at the detec-
tor could be used to update the state, as outlined
above. However in practice, for a wide field-of-view
detector, this may be impractical.

In a large detector with a wide field-of-view, the
number of background photons which hit the detec-
tor could potentially be very large. The resulting
probability of association with a signal source of
interest would be very small for the vast majority
of the photons (depending upon the accuracy with
which position and attitude are known). However,
the computational resources required to update the
state vector are the same for each photon, regard-
less of its association probability. Therefore, it is
beneficial from a computational standpoint to val-
idate the photons initially before performing the
state update.

In this estimation scheme, the photons are val-
idated by computing the Mahalanobis distance for
the attitude residual, following the technique for
measurement validation presented in [14].

di =

√
(δyq,i)

T
Sq,i

−1 (δyq,i) < γ (34)

The validation threshold, γ corresponds to the
probability that the validation region will contain
a measurement from the signal source of interest.
Choosing a high validation threshold ensures with
greater probability that all photons from signal
sources of interest will be used to update the state,
but it also allows more background photons to be
validated which in turn leads to a higher computa-
tional load.

8. Monte Carlo Simulations

In order to assess the feasibility of the techniques
proposed here, a series of Monte Carlo simulations
were performed. The details of the simulations are
discussed below.

In these simulations, the orientation of the space-
craft was constrained to a single rotational degree
of freedom. This simplification was chosen to allow
the efficacy of the algorithms proposed to be ana-
lyzed in a simplified scenario before extending them
to a full 6DOF estimator. As a result of this sim-
ulation, the reduced state vector consisted of the
following values.

x̂ =


ĉλ̃,S0

ĉλ̃,S1

...
ĉλ̃,SN

θ̂

 (35)

At the initialization of each simulation, a scalar
attitude and position were generated for the detec-
tor. In each simulation, the attitude of the detec-
tor was selected such that the detector was pointed
at one of of several millisecond pulsars which have
been previously identified as candidates for pulsar
x-ray navigation.

The position of the detector, and therefore the
TDOA of the photons was selected such that the
TDOA would be within one period pulsar period
of the pulsar at which the detector was pointing,
so as to remove the phase ambiguity problem from
the analysis.

A series of photon TOAs and AOAs were gen-
erated for the detector based on its position and
orientation, and the surface area of the detector.
Photons were generated based on the known char-
acteristics of the pulsars. The TOA and AOA of
the photons were determined based on the posi-
tion and orientation of the detector. In addition,
background photon arrivals were generated, based
on the area and field-of-view of the detector and
the ambient cosmic x-ray background flux levels.
The background flux levels were computed using
the equations presented in [19].

The filter was then initialized with a corrupted
estimate of attitude, as follows.

θ̂0 = N
[
θ(p), σ2

θ

]
P0 = σ2

θ

(36)

The filter was initialized with no knowledge of
the true TDOA.

The filter then processed the generated pulsar
and background photons, and the final estimate of
TDOA and attitude was stored. The filter used
a validation threshold of γ = 3. Since the attitude
was only estimated in one dimension, the validation
threshold corresponds to a ±3σ validation region,
implying a 99.7% probability that photons from the
signal source would be validated.
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This process was repeated multiple times for
each pulsar under consideration, with an array of
detector areas. The standard deviation of the er-
rors for each pulsar/detector area combination was
then computed to determine the accuracy of the
estimates.

Additional details of the simulations are given
in Table 1. Details of the pulsars used in these
simulations are given in Table 2.

8.1 Theoretical Accuracy

In order to compare the accuracies achieved by
the estimation scheme proposed, the results of the
Monte Carlo simulation are compared to the theo-
retical accuracy of TDOA estimation for an x-ray
pulsar. The theoretical accuracy to which TDOA
may be determined for a given pulsar is expressed
as follows [3]:

σTOA =
W

2SNR
(37a)

SNR =

λ(p)ADpf tobs√[
λ(v) + λ(p)(1− pf )

] (
ADtobs

W
T

)
+ λ(p)ADpf tobs

(37b)

where

• tobs is the observation time

• pf is the fraction of the photons that are part
of the “pulsed” signal component

• W is the pulse width (full width at half maxi-
mum) in seconds

• T is the period of the pulsar

• AD is the area of the detector

• λ(S) is the average photon flux from the pulsar

• λ(v) is the average photon flux from back-
ground noise

The expression above gives the expected accu-
racy to which a single TDOA could be computed,
given an observation interval tobs. The expres-
sion does not take into account the changing posi-
tion of the observer during the observation, or that
the velocity of the observer may not be perfectly
known. Therefore, in order to perform a meaningful
comparison between the estimation techniques dis-
cussed here and the theoretical accuracy, the zero-
velocity case was chosen.

8.2 MLE Estimator

In addition to the filter proposed here, a maxi-
mum likelihood estimator was also used to compute
the TDOA of the signal for each pulsar. The MLE
used in these simulations was a simplified version of
an “approximate MLE” presented in [11]. The esti-
mator computes the maximum likelihood estimate
of phase offset and frequency shift given an obser-
vation of N photons. The estimator is expressed in
its full form as follows:

(τ̂ , f̂) =

argmaxτ,f

N∑
k=1

logλO(φ̃(Tk) + τ + f(Tk − ta))

(38)

where

• Tk is the arrival time of the kth photon

• τ̂ is the resulting ML estimate of time offset

• f̂ is the resulting ML estimate of frequency
shift

• φ̃(Tk) is the predicted phase, based on an ini-
tial estimate of the kinematic state of the ve-
hicle from the navigation filter

In these simulations, the detector is assumed to
be stationary (or equivalently, the velocity of the
detector is assumed to be known perfectly). Con-
sequently, the MLE estimator becomes:

τ̂ = argmaxτ

N∑
k=1

logλ(O)(Tk + τ) (39)

The ML estimate of TDOA was found using a
grided search algorithm over possible TDOAs from
zero to the pulsar period.

8.2.1 Photon Validation

The photons were validated for the MLE esti-
mator in a similar manner to the validation tech-
nique used for the measurement updates. Specifi-
cally, photons falling within the 3σ bounds of the
attitude residual variance based on the variance of
the initial estimate were used, while photons that
fell outside of those bounds were rejected.

0 ≤ (σ0,θ + Rα) ≤ γ (40)
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Rα tobs (s) Attitude
±3σ0(◦)

Background
Flux

(
erg
cm2s

) Detector
FOV (◦)

Energy
range (keV )

Simulations

1.0E-06 5000 0.3 1.3E-09 10 2 - 10 250
1.0E-06 5000 10.9 1.3E-09 10 2 - 10 250

Table 1: Monte Carlo Simulation Parameters

Flux
(
erg
cm2s

)
Name Period (s) Pulse width Pulsed fraction

1.71E-12 J0437-4715 0.005757 0.000091 0.27
5.36E-13 B1957+20 0.001607 0.000059 0.60
1.25E-12 B1821-24 0.003054 0.000053 0.98

Table 2: Pulsar Parameters [3, 20]

8.3 Simulation Results

Figures 2 and 3 show the standard deviation of
TDOA estimates for the MSPs analyzed as a func-
tion of detector area. The plots include the stan-
dard deviation of the error of TDOA estimated us-
ing the algorithm presented here, as well as the
standard deviation of TDOA estimated using the
MLE. The plots also include the theoretical accu-
racy for the given area/pulsar/FOV combination,
based on Equation 37. Finally, at the top of each
sub-plot is a dashed line indicating the standard de-
viation of a uniform distribution with bounds equal
to the pulsar period. This line indicates how accu-
rately the pulsar period would be guessed if a value
were picked at random.

Figures 4 and 5 show the standard deviation of
the orientation estimate errors as a function of de-
tector area. Since the MLE does not estimate at-
titude, there is only one estimated error to plot.
Additionally, a theoretical lower bound was not de-
rived, so none is shown. The dashed line at the top
of the plots indicates the standard deviation of the
initial attitude estimation error, σ0,θ.

Figures 2 and 4 contain the results from Monte
Carlo simulations when the filter was initialized
with an attitude error of ∼ 30mrad. This corre-
sponds to a ±3σ validation region of approximately
10 degrees.

Figures 3 and 5 contain the results from Monte
Carlo simulations when the filter was initialized
with an attitude error of ∼ 1mrad. This corre-
sponds to a ±3σ validation region of approximately
0.3 degrees.

9. Discussion

The results of the Monte Carlo simulations in-
dicate that the algorithm proposed here is capable
of jointly estimating TDOA and orientation of a
detector from photon arrivals, in the simplified sce-

nario that was simulated here. Some of the key
findings of this study are discussed in more detail
below.

9.1 Comparison to MLE

The results of the simulations performed indicate
that the method proposed here is capable of out-
performing an MLE-based TDOA estimator. The
increase in accuracy of the estimator proposed here
over the MLE method is due to the fact that this
estimator recursively estimates attitude, and uses
that attitude estimate to reject more background
photons.

In contrast, the MLE uses only the initial es-
timate of attitude to reject background photons.
Since the initial estimate of attitude is generally
worse than the final estimate of attitude, the filter
proposed here is capable of rejecting more back-
ground photons, particularly towards the end of
the observation period when the estimator has con-
verged on the correct attitude estimate.

9.2 Sensitivity to Initial Errors

The estimator proposed here is non-linear, and
is highly sensitive to the quality of initial estimate.
In particular, the estimator is sensitive to poor ini-
tial attitude estimates. Initial results indicate that
the filter is generally able to converge on the cor-
rect attitude when the ±3σ region of initial attitude
covariance is less than the detector field-of-view.

9.3 Bias Toward Strong Signal

In addition to the sensitivity to initial atti-
tude error discussed above, there is another phe-
nomenon which manifests itself under certain con-
ditions. This phenomenon is manifested as a ten-
dency of the estimator to assign arriving photons to
the brightest source within the validation region.

This phenomenon can be explained as follows.
Suppose that there are two signal sources, signal A
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Fig. 2: TDOA Estimation Error Analysis, Large Initial Error
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Fig. 3: TDOA Estimation Error Analysis, Small Initial Error
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and signal B. Suppose that attitude uncertainty is
large enough that all photons hitting the detector
fall within the ±3σ validation region for both sig-
nal sources, and the angle-of-arrival probability is
roughly equal for each signal source.

Suppose further that the position of the detector
is poorly known, such that the time-of-arrival prob-
ability is also roughly equal for both signal sources.
In this case, the only difference in the association
probabilities for the two signal sources will be the
relative signal strength of each source. Thus, the
estimator will always compute a higher probability
of association for whichever signal has a higher flux.

Put another way, if the detector has no idea
which way it is pointing or where it is, then the
most probable association event for every photon
will always be with the signal source that has the
highest flux. This divergence is the cause of some of
the unexpectedly large attitude errors seen in some
of the Monte Carlo simulations.

10. Conclusion

In this work, an estimator was derived to esti-
mate position and orientation of a spacecraft from
astrophysical signals of opportunity, in particular
pulsars. The estimator is based on the Probabilis-
tic Data Association Filter. Data association is
one of the key challenges addressed in this filter.
The probability of association with a given signal
source based on time and angle of arrival was de-
rived. That probability is then used in a vector-
matching algorithm to estimate orientation, along
with a time-difference of arrival algorithm to esti-
mate position. The performance of the algorithm
was analyzed with a series of Monte Carlo simu-
lations, and the performance of the algorithm was
compared to a maximum likelihood estimator for
estimating time-difference of arrival. The algorithm
proposed here was found to match or exceed the
performance of the maximum likelihood estimator
for a variety of initial conditions. Several limita-
tions of the algorithm were also identified, particu-
larly the filter’s sensitivity to very low quality initial
attitude estimates.

While the joint estimation scheme presented here
is capable of producing higher quality position and
attitude solutions in some cases, it suffers from
some limitations. Particularly, the filter does not
function well when initialized with very large atti-
tude errors. This implies that an alternative esti-
mation technique may be needed for initialization
in “lost in space” situations, i.e. situations in which
the detector has no prior knowledge of its position
or attitude.
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